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IN r 11E COUR I Oh' SYED ABBAS BUKHARI, CIVIL JUDGE/,JUDICIAL MAGIS I RATE/C.I-Il, KA LA YA ORAKZAJ • '
Case Title: Vs  

SyctkAbbas Bukhari,
Judicial Magistrate-II, 

'fehsil Court Kalaya, Orakzai 

__________________________3 __________
None present for the state. Accused on bail, present. 
Complainant and injured Farced Khan in person 
present. At the very outset complainant and injured 
stated at bar that they have patched up the matter with 
the accused facing trial and thus do not want to pursue 
the present case against the accused facing trial namely 
Muhammad Irfan and Munawar Khan and has pardoned 
them in the name of Almighty Allah. In this respect 
joint statement of complainant and injured was also 
recorded and placed on file. Photocopy of compromise 
deed is Ex. PA while photocopies of CNIC of 
complainant and injured are Ex. PB & Ex. PC 
respectively.
in given circumstances as the complainant and injured 
had patched up the matter with the accused facing trial 
and they are no more interested to pursue the instant 
case, hence proceedings further with, the instant case 
would be a futile exercise and would result in wastage 
of precious time of this court as well as parties. 
Moreover the sections of law levelled against the 
accused facing trial are also compoundable.
In light of above discussion accused facing trial namely 
Muhammad Irfan and Munawar Khan are hereby 
acquitted from the charges leveled against them. As the 
accused are on bail and their bail bonds stand cancelled 
and sureties are discharged from the liability of bail 
bonds. Police record bc>H*cttMed forthwith to the 
quarter concerned. CaXe propertyAif any, be dealt in 
accordance with law./
File be consigned llo District R.ecbrd Room, OrakzaL 
after necessary completion and compilation.
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